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Let’s jump to the electrical pages for a second. If you are
checking to see if the 4” conduit is coming right up against the
wall in the Communications Room, and it isn’t, it might have to
do with the concrete under that wall. That will send you to the
structural pages to see if the wall in question is a load bearing
wall and has a wide footing under it. This will force the conduit
off the wall at least 6” totally screwing up the layout in the
Communications Room. You have to communicate early in the
process to the design architect, structural engineer and electrical
engineer what you need so they can coordinate everything. Once
the structural engineer has his or her say you may be too late.
This page flipping exercise will need to be done again and again
as you review your plans.

Architecture for
Firefighters

The purpose of the roof is to keep the building and its contents
(including you) dry. Mother Nature’s job is to keep on being
Mother Nature. My intent here is to make sure you know
enough about roof construction to get the best roof you can for
your particular needs. Some of us are challenged by snow loads
and ice dams, others by high winds and wind-driven water. Still
others worry if the roof will come down in the next earthquake.

By Jim McClure, Captain Retired SJFD

I

n the last issue, I made a comment about how cumbersome
it was flipping back and forth between the large pages of a
full-size plan set. That is what we will be doing now. We’ll
start with the site pages.
Hopefully you remember the civil/site pages have to do with the
dirt itself and everything going in it. The first four of our bond
projects had missing components or included something where it
did not belong. One contractor forgot the fire sprinkler riser in a
firehouse! The same contractor forgot the water line to the island
sink. Another located a sewer line in the wrong location. The last
one missed several communications conduits. All were corrected
but it took work and the spent contractor’s money.
Because of these experiences, the fire department instituted a
policy: requiring a mandatory walkthrough before the concrete
is poured. All trades that put something in the dirt need to be
there. We walk the site ensuring the sizes, numbers and locations
of the domestic water, sewer, gas, sprinkler, line voltage and low
voltage conduits are correct. You will not be able to ensure that
everything is in place if you can’t read the plans. You will have to
flip back and forth between the civil pages, the floor plans, the
plumbing pages and the electrical pages to make sure everything
lines up. Highlighting each utility with different colored markers
makes it easier to find and follow. Once the concrete cures, you
rarely get to correct these deficiencies. This is why there is a
picture of a concrete truck on my website.

Building codes are not guarantees—they are designed to mitigate
damage to the building in case of an incident—but you need to
be familiar with them. The simplest example I know is a roof in
snow country. A roof with a 12:1 pitch will shed its snow more
quickly that a 4:1 pitch and a flat roof had better be engineered
for the potential load.
Once we know the roof will hold up, the next consideration is:

Continued on page 4
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President’s Message
By Keith Larkin, Fire Chief, Fresno County Fire Protection District
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I

wish to start off my message by advising you that this will be my last
message as the President of FDAC. I have been given the tremendous
opportunity to become a part of the CAL FIRE Executive Management
Team and will be taking over as the Assistant Region Chief for the Northern
Region on December 1, 2013. I look upon this new assignment with great
anticipation and am very excited about the new challenges that are in my
future. This of course will end my assignment as the Fire Chief for the Fresno
County Fire Protection District and with that my eligibility to serve as your
President and on the FDAC Board.
When I became the Unit Chief of the Fresno-Kings Unit over 6 six years ago, I had no idea what a
fire district was or the many nuances associated with running one. There has been so much to learn
with regards to governing, working with the Board of Directors, administration, revenue streams,
and being independent from, yet fully connected with, all levels of local government. It has been a
valuable learning experience and I have grown to appreciate the importance of fire districts.
Having said all of this, I want to assure you that even though I will no longer be serving as President
or as a member of your Board, I will continue to remain involved and willing to help in anyway
possible. It has been a pleasure to be associated with FDAC, to serve as President, and as a member
of the Board. Remember, “fire districts are one of the best examples of local control.”
I will close my message by wishing everyone a safe and enjoyable holiday season with your family and
friends. Take care and best wishes to all of you.
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DO YOU HAVE A STORY TO SHARE?

At-Large Directors
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Is your fire district doing something unique? Whether it’s a great
new program or how you managed a complex issue, we want
to hear about it. The FDAC Report is distributed to members
statewide and fire districts located throughout California — from
Siskiyou to San Diego. If you have news to share, contact Molly
Ranes, mranes@fdac.org.

Executive Director’s Message
By Catherine Smith, Executive Director

“Coming together is a beginning;
keeping together is progress; working
together is success.” - Henry Ford

R

elationships are instrumental to both
our personal and professional lives. Like
any business, public services agencies
and professionals rely on good relationships to ensure a positive
impact on their communities. Nobody likes to do business with
someone they don’t like. Being able to share success only reinforces
professional relationships. As public servants, building relationships
with constituents, other local governments and the folks elected
to go to Sacramento are vital to the continued good health of
fire districts. The longevity and quality of those relationships are
instrumental as well. We all know the phrase, “Don’t burn bridges.”
Those bridges may come in handy at so many levels. Good
relationships with constituents will likely make it easier when your
district has to pass a local finance initiative or make a difficult
staffing or station decision. Good relationships with other local
officials will likely make it easier to coordinate efficiencies and
collaborate on services or events. Good relationships with your
elected assembly member or state senator (and his or her staff)
will likely secure an important visit to your district or support or
opposition of various pieces of legislation. I know with the fast pace
of today’s world that sometimes focusing on relationships can get
“done next week” – it is important to keep them at the top of your
to-do list!
FDAC leaders spend a great deal of time (and their time
contributes a great deal to our success) on maintaining our strong
relationships. Those relationships are with the state legislators, other
special district and fire services associations and our risk sharing
pool partners – FAIRA, FASIS and FDAC EBA – to name a few.
As we go into 2014, FDAC is committed to strengthening those
relationships to forward our members issues and serve our members
needs as fire protection districts.
But please know, the most important relationship for FDAC is
our relationship with our members. We always welcome your
input, your comments and your guidance as we move forward as
the state’s leading voice for fire protection districts in California.
Working together with you – our relationship with our members –
is how we truly measure success.
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Architecture for Firefighters
continued from page 1

will it drain? The answer is obviously yes on pitched roofs, but not
so obvious on built-up roofs. It does not take much of an incorrect
slope to create a birdbath. A birdbath is a low spot in any flat
surface that holds water where you don’t want it. Standing water
will eventually find its way into your building and you can take
that to the bank. If you do not understand what the roof plans
are telling you, ask the architect to explain it. If you do not know
what a ”cricket” means to a roofer find out. Make sure that there is
enough pitch to get the water off the roof.
While we are on the topic of flat, built-up roofs, there are different
types of material for roofs. There are the built-up roofs made with
tarpaper, hot tar and gravel and the new single ply membranes
sealed at the joints. The new stuff seems to last longer if done right.
Once that membrane is down, you must minimize foot traffic, tools
and dropped nails on the roof. All it takes is one nail dropped and
then stepped on to puncture the membrane. This also means the
single ply roof is off-limits for training.

it with the leader stopping several inches above the grate. If it is
raining and no water is visible at the “daylighted” break, you know
you have a problem. By the way, checking out this particular detail
will also have you flipping to the architectural pages that show the
exterior elevations.
Shown are a partial roof plan (Figure on page 1) and the keynotes
(Figure below) for that plan. It uses the CSI numbering system I
spoke about in my first article. This shows a combination sloped
roof with a flat roof in the center. The flat roof creates space for the
HVAC, access ladders and vent pipes, walking pads. The dotted
lines indicate the exterior footprint of the building. Other notes on
the roof page talk about locating penetrations to avoid the sloped
roofs, attic ventilation calculations and notes regarding the different

I don’t know about your departments, but we train firefighters
to “throw ladders.” Sometimes we use our own building for
ladder training. Make sure your architect knows this and designs
accordingly. Throwing a ladder against a nice aluminum fascia will
ruin it (the fascia not the ladder).
Once you get the water going in the right direction you have
to pay attention to the rainwater leaders. These are not alphatype raindrops—rainwater leaders is “construction-speak” for a
downspout. If you live and work where water freezes you do not
want the runoff flowing across your path of travel. If trees surround
your building you will have leaves on your roof, they will eventually
clog the gutters, downspout or the scupper on a flat roof. You will
not notice it until the water starts dripping through the ceiling right
on the Captain’s computer (true story).
Aside from doing proper and timely maintenance you need to
“daylight” you rainwater leaders. Specify a break before the pipe
hits the concrete. Do not let the architect design a system where
the pipe disappears into the concrete. You will not have a clue there
is a problem until it is too late. Ask for a drain with a grate over

down spouts.
With that said, I’m out of space but not material. More to share in
the next issue.
Jim

FDAC JOB BOARD

Questions or Comments?

FDAC recently added a Job Board to the FDAC website
as a member benefit. All members are welcome to submit
open positions and job descriptions for posting to the
FDAC website - free of charge! Submit available positions
to mranes@fdac.org

jim@mcclure904.net
408.603.4417
www.firehousedesignandconstruction.com
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for local governments to impose, extend or increase a special tax to 55
percent of the local governments voters.
There are also a number of two-year bills pending relating to the SRA
fee, but given the outcome on those bills actually voted upon this year,
I do not expect any of those bills to pass next year should the authors
chose to bring them to hearings.

Proposed Public Pension Initiative Amended:
The proposed public pension reform initiative filed by San Jose Mayor
Chuck Reed has drawn the expected fire from public employee unions
and others causing Mayor Reed to withdraw his initial initiative
language and file an amended initiative which was filed with the
Attorney General’s Office on November 12, 2013.

Legislative Report
By Ralph Heim, Legislative Advocate

Legislature in Interim Recess:
The Legislature remains in Interim Recess since the first year of the
2013-14 legislative session adjourned September 13, 2013. The 2014
legislative year will commence on January 6, 2014.
January 2014 is one of the Legislature’s most hectic months of the
2013-14 legislative session, as all two-year bills, those bills introduced
in 2013 that did not pass their house of origin, must be passed to the
opposite house by January 31, 2014. Among those two-year bills of
interest to FDAC are:

Assembly Bill 741(Brown)

This measure would modify the current tax equity allocation formula
by increasing the amount of property tax revenues that would be
shifted to specified cites, specifically those cities that lost significant
revenues due to the repeal of the redevelopment law. Each county
and special district within a redevelopment project area would lose
property tax revenues that would be shifted to the aforementioned
cities.

Assembly Constitutional Amendment #3(Campos)

This constitutional amendment, if passed by 2/3rds in both houses of
the Legislature and approved by voter at a future statewide election,
would lower the current 2/3rds vote requirement to service bonded
indebtedness to 55 percent. The measure’s provisions are limited to
public safety, including fire and emergency response, and to cities,
counties and special districts providing those services.

Senate Bill 777(Calderon)

Among other things, this is the bill that proposes to permit, with local
approval, the sale and use of safe and sane fireworks during the New
Year’s period. Should the bill move in January, it certainly will be
amended to address numerous concerns, not the least of which is the
requirement for local agencies to collect and dispose of both illegal
and safe and sane fireworks.

Senate Constitutional Amendment #11(Hancock)

If passed by a 2/3rds vote in both houses of the Legislature and
statewide voter approval, SCA #11 would lower the vote requirement

FASIS
Your Workers’ Compensation Solution
The Fire Districts Association of California – Fire Association
Self-Insurance System (FASIS) is a governmental joint
powers authority that has been serving the workers’
compensation needs for Fire Districts since 1984. FASIS
was established for the purpose of self-insuring its workers’
compensation coverage and establishing a cost-effective
and comprehensive workers’ compensation program.
FASIS provides a long-term alternative to the roller
coaster ride inherent to the California commercial workers’
compensation insurance market.
Our program is designed to stabilize workers’ compensation
costs and provide long-term financial advantage by:
• Having a large membership (currently over 220
members) creates a greater spread of risk
• Providing comprehensive risk control services aimed
at assisting members in identifying loss exposures and
implementing the appropriate loss control programs
• Funding conservatively to cover losses that do arise
• Maintaining effective and efficient claims administration
once claims occur
For more information contact:
FASIS
Bickmore
1750 Creekside Drive, Suite 200,
Sacramento, CA 95833
Telephone – 800.541.4591 / FAX – 916.244.1198
Website – www.fasisjpa.org
Brian Kelley, Program Director, Ext. 1127
BKelley@BRSrisk.com
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FDAC EBA Health Insurance Pool

Health insurance designed especially for
FDAC members!

Since 1972, the Fire Districts Association of California (FDAC) has provided California fire districts
with programs, services and classes to help the districts they serve and enable their personnel
and representatives to become more successful and effective. In 2005, FDAC facilitated the
creation of the FDAC Employment Benefits Authority (FDAC EBA) in order to offer fire district staff
and retirees a low-cost alternative for quality medical, dental, vision and life insurance. Today,
more than 45 FDAC member fire districts are taking advantage of these benefits:
Choice
• FDAC EBA offers a variety of medical plans to choose from for active employees and retirees,
including an HSA-compatible PPO and HMO.
Savings
• All participating districts have seen greater savings over a 3-year period compared to prior
carriers.
Quality
• FDAC EBA contracts with top carriers, administration and consultants.
Technology
• FDAC EBA utilizes consolidated billing and user-friendly online administration.
Trust
• FDAC EBA is the only pool that was developed by firefighters for firefighters.
For more information about the FDAC EBA benefits package, contact Thoits Insurance at
408.792.5447.
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